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Ignore your voice reservations channel
at your peril
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The voice reservations channel continues to diminish, but has it gone extinct? Here’s 4
why hoteliers should continue to capture phone reservations and claim more direct
bookings.
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As hotel distribution and marketing executives continue to obsess over recapturing share from online travel
agencies and increasing direct bookings, (http://hotelnewsnow.com/Articles/44651/Booking-direct-CEOson-lower-rates-for-loyalty-members) many are still overlooking their voice reservations channel as a
resource to accomplish both.
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Perhaps it is because for more than 15 years, hoteliers have seen media reports about the dramatic growth in 2018 starts with resigning CEO, cream buns,
online bookings and the simultaneous decline in voice reservations. However, rather than reading the
lost drones (/articles/265685/2018-starts-withheadlines, hoteliers should carefully consider their own situation and measure the importance of voice
resigning-CEO-cream-buns-lost-drones)
reservations speci c to their hotel.
While it is true that hotels carrying the ags of major brands have indeed seen dramatic falloff in voice
reservations, if managers take a moment to listen to the calls their staff receives every day asking for “inhouse reservations,” even they would be surprised. They would nd out that many of those who surf OTA
websites also call to double-check the rate offer and perceive that they are going to get the best value by
speaking with someone at the hotel, which results in a daily opportunity to capture direct bookings.
Hoteliers at many types of hotels and resorts have seen voice channel contribution hold steady. This is
especially true in certain market segments where voice is still a major contributor, such as independents,
boutiques and other “non-standardized” lodging operations such as “condotels” and vacation rental
companies. At some properties, voice direct is still the No. 1 segment, such as many destination resorts, allinclusive resorts and ultra-luxury properties. In short, the higher the rate, the longer the stay and the more
emotionally engaging the purpose of travel, the more likely it is that a guest will make a phone call to book
his or her stay.
Yet, as an industry, the marketing, revenue and distribution executives tend to give the voice channel little
attention. Think about your own experiences: When was the last time you attended a conference breakout
session on managing the voice channel? Conversely, how many sessions have you participated in regarding
electronic or online distribution?
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The latest numbers reported by TravelClick—which indicated just last week that voice bookings continue to
decline—still showed that when you combine direct (19.1%) and central reservation systems (13.8%), the voice
channel (32.9%) is the second-highest source of business, right behind brand.com at 35.3%. (Note: TravelClick
indicated that its “direct” booking numbers also include walk-ins.)
Could voice be contributing even more bookings to your market mix? If the informal test that I conducted
personally in a 2014 column (http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Article/13788/Brands-should-refocus-on-voicereservations) is any indication, if your central reservations of ce focuses on sales techniques tailored for
today’s era, I would say de nitely so.
Another reason to focus on the voice channel is the interplay between voice calls and online bookings.
When training front-line reservations agents at all types of hotels and call centers, I consistently nd they
report receiving countless calls from those who are shopping online. Most are calling to double-check the
rate offers they are seeing. A properly trained reservations agent can easily convince a high percentage of
those shopping online to go ahead and book via phone.
Yet, most of the agents who participate in our workshops for the rst time have never even heard of this
concept and have no idea of the hefty commission fees that their hotels pay. They are eager to help when
asked to do so. When shopping for reservations with new clients, we often ask them directly: “I see that
same rate online. Should I book it with you or there?” The most frequent response is “Whichever you prefer.”
Read “Brand call centers can do more to combat OTA bookings.”
(http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Articles/31596/Brand-call-centers-can-do-more-to-combat-OTAbookings)
With a little nudge, most callers will agree. For example, “Let me lock this in for you right now; I’ll book you
directly into our system and take care of your special request.” Many guests these days prefer to book
directly if the rates are the same and if it is convenient, as they are aware of the challenges that can happen
(http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Articles/29404/Booking-scams-Helping-guests-helps-hoteliers) when a
third party is involved.
Besides channel converting guests, remember that those elding your reservations calls are also the “ rstimpression makers” for the overall hotel experience. A good percentage of those who have already booked
online call directly afterward to recon rm and verify their details. A well-trained agent will not only create a
positive rst impression but also will ask for an email: “Yes, Mr. Kennedy, we have you all set and if I may
just add your email to the reservation.” Thus, this captures an important marketing resource to promote
future direct bookings.
Doug Kennedy is President of the Kennedy Training Network, Inc. a leading provider of customized training programs and telephone mystery
shopping services for the lodging and hospitality industry. Doug continues to be a xture on the industry’s conference circuit for hotel companies,
brands and associations, as he been for over two decades. Since 1996, Doug’s monthly hotel industry training articles have been published worldwide,
making him one of the most widely read hotel industry training writers. Visit KTN at www.kennedytrainingnetwork.com or email him directly.
The opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily re ect the opinions of Hotel News Now or its parent company, STR and its af liated
companies. Columnists published on this site are given the freedom to express views that might be controversial, but our goal is to provoke thought
and constructive discussion within our reader community. Please feel free to comment or contact an editor with any questions or concerns.
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